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The kaval is an end-blown flute, and it is  considered to be one of the oldest folk instruments in Europe. Its definitive origin is unclear, although 
it is believed that its predecessors are  Egyptian and Syrian wind instruments. The word “kaval” is Turkish in origin and literally means “long 
wooden pipe.” Different  variations of the instrument exist in the Balkans, Armenia, Turkey, and the Middle East. The kaval is  primarily 
associated with mountain shepherds throughout the Balkans and Anatolia, a large peninsula in Western Asia and makes up the majority  of 
modern-day Turkey. Unlike the transverse flute, the kaval is fully open at both ends. It is played by blowing on the sharpened edge.

The Bulgarian kaval has eight finger holes, seven on the front side and one in the back, as well as four more holes near the bottom that are not 
used for playing. These four holes are known in Bulgaria as the “Devil’s holes,” and their function is to improve the sonority  and the  resonance, 
and in part, the instrument’s intonation.

My Kaval Story

I started to play this wonderful instrument at a very early  age. To my great fortune, my first kaval teacher was Dr. Lyuben Dossev, who also 
taught me kaval  when I became a student at  the Academy of Music, Dance, and Fine Arts in Plovdiv. There, I graduated with two majors: kaval 
performance and the directing  of folk groups. In 2012, I became a Ph.D. student in the Department of Musical  Folklore at the same music 
academy. In 2018, I graduated with my Ph.D. in musicology and music art.

During these years at  the Academy of Music, Dance, and Fine Arts, I traveled a lot throughout Bulgaria to meet old kaval players from various 
regions. I did this in order to study the old style of playing the kaval, as well as to learn new ornaments and techniques. A significant portion of 
my dissertation focused on the spread of the Bulgarian kaval  in the various Bulgarian folklore regions and its role  and participation in 
traditional holidays and masquerade rituals.

The Kaval in Folk Life Tradition

The kaval is one of the most beloved Bulgarian folk music instruments. This is evidenced by the numerous folk songs that describe its qualities, 
characteristics, role, and significance in the life of Bulgarians. Some of the qualifiers used in folk songs have become clichés and have become a 
byword for the instrument. Among them are: "mellifluous kaval," "colorful kaval," and "kaval plays-speaks," among others. These epithets not 
only show the relationship of the people to the instrument and its beautiful sound, but they are also related to its exteriority. 

Photo of a tin-inlaid kaval in D, made in 
the 1950s by  Ivan Neshev from Shipka 
village. Presently, the kaval is stored in 
the Ethnographic Museum in Sofia.



The Kaval in Folk Songs, Myths, and Legends

Over the centuries, the people have created and transformed various narrative and poetic  genres, such as myths, fairy tales, stories, riddles, etc. 
Most of them reflected the real life of people, while others, meaning unreal  and supernatural events, aimed to describe and interpret the 
phenomena of the world. Folk music instruments are found in the texts of both categories. The instruments central  to these narratives are 
wind instruments like the kaval, tsafara, duduk, dvoyanka, etc., often represented by the collective  term “whistle.” For this reason, the name  
“whistle” is more common than the word “kaval” in folk texts.

Since ancient times, the wind instrument has occupied an important place in rituals and sacrifices, due to the symbolism and functions with 
which it was entrusted. The people believed in supernatural, mythical creatures like fairies, dragons, llamas, and others. We have received some 
texts that tell about whistles, kavals, tsafari, and the musicians who use them. The qualities of the instrument, the performer, and the situations 
in which it is played are also described.

Fairies, in Bulgarian “samodivi,” are  the most commonly mentioned creatures in folk poetry. They represent young, comely maidens who 
enchant heroes and shepherds with their beauty. According to folk beliefs, “if someone passes without going through a fairies’ territory, he goes 
crazy  and sometimes dies.” The belief continues: “Shepherds walk freely in the field at night, play the kavals, and walk everywhere  without 
fear.” The old informants share that they do not remember any shepherd being injured by the fairies. This is because  people believed that when 
a shepherd played a whistle or a kaval, he  was inviolable. This way of thinking probably dates back to the old pagan times, when the wind 
instrument and the sound emanating from it had a protective function against evil.

The Kaval in the Wedding Customs

The wedding is probably  the most important event for every Bulgarian family. Although comprised of complex obligatory rites and customs, it 
is full of festivity. Among the main figures is the musician and his instrument, which perform various functions and roles during the wedding 
ceremony.

The ritual preparation of the "wedding breads" is considered to be the beginning of the actual wedding. This rite has different names, such as 
sowing, kneading, etc. Traditionally, a kaval, whistle, or rolling pin is used for kneading, and, in rare cases, a stick or other object. In the past, 
the musical instrument was perceived as a phallic symbol, embodying fertility  and masculinity. It should be clarified that the kaval/whistle can 
play two roles in this rite. The first role is  related to its incarnation as an object that kneads the bread. The second role is as musical 
accompaniment, which takes place during the kneading.

Another obligatory element of the wedding is the "revelation of the bride" with  the removal of the veil. This rite is performed after the 
wedding by the best man or brother-in-law, and the revelation is executed with the help of a stick from a fruit tree or a kaval.

Hristo Vakarelski, one of the most famous researchers of Bulgarian customs, states in his article, "The Kaval in our Life and in our Folk Song," 
the following conclusion: “In a systematic  study of our wedding customs, it  turned out that the  kaval  as a musical instrument in the recent past, 
end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century, competed with the bagpipe. Although today, the kaval is completely replaced by by violins 
and the music bands.” Even at a later stage in some settlements, where there were prominent kaval players or no bagpipers, the wedding was 
held to the sounds of the kaval. Such weddings, with the participation of a kaval, took place in southern Thrace.

Funeral Customs and the Kaval

Customs associated with death occupy an important place  in traditions all over the world. In Bulgarian custom, funeral rituals have largely 
retained their appearance. Hristo Vakarelski is among the scientists who have studied the topic. In his book Bulgarian Funeral Customs, he 
compares the burials in our country  with  those of other European nations. The author pays close attention to special funerals, cases that 
traditional practice distinguishes from ordinary ones.

A number of peculiarities are also observed at the funeral  of an unmarried boy or girl, the so-called "funeral-wedding." This custom borrows 
some of the obligatory elements of the wedding. Hristo Vakarelski notes the following: “The custom of burying unmarried people with 
peculiarities in the clothing of the deceased and the procession to the grave is very widespread in Europe, especially among Slovaks, Germans, 
Romanians, and Hungarians. For the Orthodox, the procession takes place with music and songs.”

This type of burial to the sounds of a musical instrument is also found in the Balkans. Stoyan Dzhudzhev witnessed a similar case in 1966 in 
Albania, where a tombstone (lamentation) was played on tilinka. According to Romanian ethnologist Todor Burda, in some parts of Romania it 
was customary to play the kaval  during a funeral. Until recently, this tradition was preserved in Transylvania. A similar case has also been 
described in Serbia.

Similar funerals of an unmarried boy  or girl accompanied by a kaval have also been practiced in Bulgaria, and in some places kaval use still  exists 
today. The lyrics of numerous folk songs are an indisputable confirmation of this historical practice. The following story is described in a folk 



song: “a shepherd, returning from abroad, learns that his fiancée has died. He goes to her grave and starts playing the kaval.” This text can be 
interpreted in two ways. First, the shepherd wants to send his beloved onward, playing the kaval, as tradition dictates. Second, with the help of 
the instrument and its magical sound, the boy tries to revive her. In both cases, the kaval acts as an intermediary between the world of the 
living and the dead.

Similar burials to the sounds of a kaval were documented in the  1970s and 1980s in some villages in Dobrudja. A more detailed analysis of the 
settlements for which there are  reports that such  burials took place reveal that they are concentrated relatively  close  to each other, mainly in 
the middle part of Dobrudja:

According to some folklorists, the custom of playing kaval lamentations during a funeral or memorial service in Bulgaria has long been 
forgotten. However, my field research in Dobrudja in 2014 refutes these claims. There are still settlements where this type of funeral is 
practiced and kaval players are especially sought after to play. The materials collected by various informants describe in detail  the entire custom 
and the functioning of the kaval within it.

According to tradition, two kavals play slow funeral melodies in unison, which are sad and extended. The mourning of the deceased begins after 
he is laid into the coffin in the room in which he died. Then, the kaval  players arrive. When they enter the house, they start playing quietly, in 
the low register. After the mourning, it is time to take the coffin out of the house. The kaval players are the first to leave and they stand outside. 
When everything is ready, the procession heads to the cemetery, with the kaval players playing on the road in front. According to the words of 
one of the musicians: “The kaval walks before Death.” Outdoors, the kaval players play loudly, in the middle and high registers. When the 
procession reaches the cemetery, they play the kaval until the coffin is placed into the ground and they start burying it with soil.

Christmas and the Kaval

Young bachelors aged 12 to 20 take part in the ceremony called koleduvane. These traditional performers engage in a form of Christmas caroling 
and are called koledari. A few days before Christmas, the boys gather to learn Christmas carols and form groups, also called kudi. The group can 
number from between 6 to 20 people. It has a leader, called stanenik or tsar, who best knows the songs and blessings. There are  other characters 
in the detachment who play different roles, such as kittens, donkeys, rebels, an old man, etc. In many cases, the group is accompanied by a 
musician, most often a bagpiper or a kaval  player. Koleduvane begins on the evening before Christmas. The boys go from house to house and 
sing Christmas carols and wishes. First, they greet the home owner, and then his family. If there is a musician, he only plays while the group 
travels from house to house. The instrumental  accompaniment is typical  for eastern Bulgaria, although in the western part of the country  it is 
rare. In this case, the instrumental accompaniment is subordinated to the song. The musician cannot perform and show his skills, because his 
role is different. He is only to accompany the koledari, and the sound of the instrument is to merge with  the song. But, when they reach the 
house, the host may  want the player to play a horo or rúchenitsa, something for dancing. There is  documented information that kaval players 
accompanied koledari in Thrace and parts of Dobrudja.

The Kaval in the Masquerade Rituals

There is one day a year when various masquerade rituals are held in almost the entire country. This day is called kukerovden. Depending on the 
musical-folklore dialect, the participants have different  names and recreate a variety of characters. Common names include: kukeri, kukove, 
babugeri, dzhamalari, arapi, and kamilari. They perform specific movements, dances, and scenes from everyday life. With  the help of huge vats 
tied to their crosses, the kukeri make noises intended to scare away evil spirits. This act symbolizes the departure of winter and the transition to 



spring. The agrarian and phallic elements in dance are intended to bring health  and prosperity to the people. Masquerade rituals, for which 
there is information that the kaval is involved, include: kamila, brazaya, and others. The kaval performs functions similar to those of koleduvane.

Brazaya near Tutrakan; Dobrudja region Kukeri and kaval player; Dobrudja region

Unfortunately, nowadays most of the already-mentioned rituals and occasions are performed without the participation of the kaval. Since the 
1950s, this instrument has been actively involved in the newly-formed folklore orchestras and ensembles. In the 1970s and 1980s, the kaval 
joined the so-called wedding orchestras, where it played together with instruments such as the clarinet, accordion, and violin.

From the mid-1980s, the kaval player Teodosii Spassov created a new trend, so jazz, classical, and world music began to be played on the kaval. 
These new directions affected the ornamentation and the style of playing the kaval. In the early 21st century, the kaval was present on the music 
scene in concerts with symphony orchestras.

I am pleased that I had the opportunity to perform a suite for kaval and symphony orchestra entitled, The Gold-Fingered, together with the New 
Symphony Orchestra in 2011. The composer of the suite is Vasil Belezhkov, my brother. In 2018, I again premiered a suite for kaval and 
symphony orchestra entitled, Native Paths, which I performed with the Sofia Philharmonic. The composer of this work is my brother. The parts 
of the Native Paths suite show the style of traditional kaval playing in different folk regions in Bulgaria, and some of them are inspired by 
authentic rituals mentioned in the article like the sixth part of the suite called the "Funeral Song."

These examples prove again the significance  of the kaval, compared to other Bulgarian traditional folk instruments like the bagpipe, gúdulka, 
and tambura, and its active participation on the music  stage. The rich technical capabilities and range of the kaval  allow it to perform both 
traditional folk music, jazz, classical, and world music. This makes the kaval one of the most attractive and desirable musical  instruments in the 
realization of music projects today.

To contact Kiril Belezhkov: kiril_kavala1@abv.bg
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